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Abstract
Feedback generation is an important component of human-
human communication. Humans can choose to signal support,
understanding, agreement or also sceptiscism by means of feed-
back tokens. Many studies have focused on the timing of feed-
back behaviours. In the current study, however, we keep the tim-
ing constant and instead focus on the lexical form and prosody
of feedback tokens as well as their sequential patterns.

For this we crowdsourced participant’s feedback behaviour
in identical interactional contexts in order to model a virtual
agent that is able to provide feedback as an attentive/supportive
as well as attentive/sceptical listener. The resulting models were
realised in a robot which was evaluated by third-party observers.
Index Terms: multi-modal feedback tokens, human-robot in-
teraction, crowd-sourcing

1. Introduction
In the last decade increasing efforts have been made in order to
build artificial listeners [1], [2], [3]. An essential part of artifi-
cial listeners is their ability to convey the impression that they
are listening and being attentive to the speaker. One way of
doing this is to use short utterances to provide feedback. In
the current paper, we use the term feedback to encompass both
feedback tokens such as ’yeah’, ’right’, ’sure’, ’okay’, as well as
backchannels such as ’mhm’, and ’mh’. These tokens are quite
short in duration and unobtrusive in their realisation, yet they
may carry crucial information about the listeners reaction to the
speaker’s speech. In addition to indicating the listener’s atten-
tion, they may also indicate the listeners feelings and his/her
understanding of the speaker’s intent. In short, feedback tokens,
and their subset backchannels, support the conversation [4].

In order for an artificial listener to provide feedback in a
human-like manner, two requirements need to be fulfilled: The
generated feedback needs to be timed appropriately, and it needs
to be realised with the correct lexical form and prosody.

What qualifies as acceptable feedback depends to a certain
degree on the semantic content of the speaker’s utterance but
also to some degree on the mental state of the listener. A listener
can be supportive, neutral, or sceptical towards the speaker’s
speech. These are only 3 of the many possible mental states a
listener could assume; in this paper, however, we focus on the 3
states mentioned above.

Attentive listeners can be beneficial for many different ap-
plication scenarios. One possible application scenario is in aid-
ing the development of language skills in small children [5].
Another application lies in the role of a social companion for
the elderly [6]. A third application scenario could be in the area
of healthcare support [7].

Current dialogue systems often have random feedback gen-
eration - they focus on timing rather than on which feedback

token to produce. In this study we test whether we can im-
prove the human likeness of a virtual agent by instead using
non-random, speaker-specific lexical choice generation, com-
bined with condition-dependent prosodic variation gathered
from crowd-sourced listeners. For this we pioneer a novel data-
collection framework which enables us to collect variations of
feedback token generation under an identical situational con-
text. This approach enables us to quickly adapt the feedback be-
haviour of a conversational agent or robot and scale up to many
interactional conditions while staying within a person-specific
lexical style.

In order to build a model which captures the variation of
situation-dependent lexical choice and prosodic realizations, we
first test whether we can quantify differences within our crowd-
sourced listeners. We hypothesise that the proportional distri-
bution of lexical tokens differs significantly across situations,
as do their prosodic realizations. Using the crowd-sourced data,
and a unit selection feedback token database, we propose a
model, implement it in a robot, and test whether people per-
ceive the difference between an attentive/supportive and atten-
tive/sceptical artificial listener.

2. Background

2.1. Feedback Tokens

Different studies have looked at how paralinguistic phenomena
influence prosodic realizations of feedback tokens. [8] found
that not-distracted listeners tended to speak more loudly and
tended to have less variable energy level. They also found a
relationship between the pitch variability and level of attentive-
ness. [9] found that feedback token were often multifunctional,
including understanding, agreement, certainty, and negative sur-
prise, and in [10], they also found that feedback tokens can ex-
press different degrees of engagement.

Situational appropriateness has been investigated in, for ex-
ample [11], who found that using backchannels inappropriately
may have negative consequences for the dialogue. These nega-
tive consequences manifest themselves in less frequent and less
specific responses. In the context of neuropsychological inter-
viewing, the choice of lexical backchannel items and their fre-
quencies, as well as the prosodic contour, have been shown to
relate to the perceived interviewee’s performance [12]. Sim-
ilarly, an effect on naturalness, empathy, and understanding
has been found when considering dialogue context and form
of backchannels [13].

Predicting morphological patterns of backchannels on the
basis of the linguistic features of the preceding utterance has
been investigated in [14].

Copyright © 2017 ISCA
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Figure 1: Crowd-sourced feedback collection.

2.2. Paper Contributions

In the current paper we investigate crowd-sourced design of
feedback generation in an attentive artificial listening agent.
Feedback generation has been primarily approached from 2 dif-
ferent angles: On one hand the focus has been on the under-
standing of human communication patterns, and on the other
hand, the focus has been on the engineering of artificial agents
and robots.

To our knowledge, studies focusing on the understanding of
human communication patterns have looked at feedback tokens
across different interactional contexts [15, 8, 9, 16, 17]. They
have also quantified realizations of paralinguistic phenomena
in feedback tokens such as interest, attentiveness, engagement,
surprise, etc. [8, 9, 16, 17]. But to our knowledge, no study has
investigated feedback token realizations within the identical in-
teractional context. Moreover, to our knowledge no other study
has explicitly investigated the realization of the paralinguistic
phenomena of support and scepticism.

Meanwhile, studies which focused on the engineering of
artificial agents and robots have emphasized the timing of feed-
back tokens [1, 18, 19] rather their lexical choice or prosodic
realization. In this paper we would like to close the gap between
human-centered analysis and agent-centric evaluation, focusing
on lexical choice and prosodic realization in human-robot dia-
logue.

3. Data Collection
We collected 2 distinct corpora; one in-lab and one via crowd-
sourcing, as detailed below.

3.1. In-lab

3.1.1. Audio-Visual Recordings

The first corpus comprises audio-visual recordings of one per-
son giving a pitch for a job interview (the speaker), and a second
person providing feedback tokens (the listener). Both speaker
and listener were male native US English speakers. The speaker
enacted 4 different job application scenarios: Pilot, Journalist,
PhD Student, and Fashion Designer. Each of these job inter-
views was recorded under 3 different stances of the listener
toward the job application: supportive, sceptical, and neutral
(neither supportive nor sceptical). In order to ensure channel
separation between the speaker and listener, we placed them in
two isolated recording spaces, seated facing each other, where
they had visual contact through a window (see Figure: 1). We
placed the camera in such a manner as to convey the impression
in the video that the speaker is addressing the viewer, while
ensuring we did not obstruct the visual contact between speaker
and listener. The video was then annotated for the listener’s lex-
ical form of feedback tokens as well as their temporal position

within the interaction.

3.1.2. Unit Selection Database

We use the term ’Unit Selection Database’ to describe the feed-
back tokens collected from the same listener during the Audio-
Visual recordings detailed above. We carried out additional
audio-only recordings to supplement this dataset. The database
comprised a total of 536 feedback tokens.

3.2. Crowd-sourced

The second corpus of audio-visual recordings comprises video-
recorded interactions between the in-lab corpus speaker (job ap-
plicant) and a crowd worker taking on the function of the lis-
tener. For this corpus collection we developed a web-based ap-
plication where we presented the the job applicant’s videos to
the crowd workers, and recorded their audio-visdual data (figure
1). All crowd workers were requested to use a headset micro-
phone, a web cam, and to perform the task in a quiet environ-
ment. Crowd workers who did not meet these conditions, or
misunderstood the task, were discarded from the corpus.

We used three crowd-sourcing platforms: Prolific Aca-
demic [20], CrowdFlower [21], and Amazon Mechanical Turk
[22]. We asked crowd workers to watch videos of the job ap-
plicant, and imagine they are interviewing him via video con-
ferencing. After the crowd workers watched an initial tutorial
video, we presented them with a set of 3 videos from one of four
scenarios (e.g.Pilot), with the conditions (supportive, sceptical,
and neutral). Their task was to provide feedback in the form of
short utterances. We controlled for the timing of the feedback
tokens by asking the crowd workers to only produce feedback
tokens when prompted on-screen. To enable this, each feedback
token from the in-lab corpus was annotated, and subsequently
marked in the top left corner of the job applicant’s video with an
on screen countdown counter. The counter was initialized 3 sec-
onds prior to the onset of the original listener’s feedback (”3”,
”2”, ”1” ”Feedback”). If 2 feedback tokens occurred less than
3 seconds apart from each other, the countdown was shortened
accordingly.

In total we gathered interactions from 92 participants , for
a total of 276 audio-visual recordings. In this paper, we use
a random subset of 40 participants, and 120 total audio-visual
recordings. All crowd workers were native English speakers
(from USA and Canada).

4. Feedback Processing
4.1. Feature Extraction

We used OpenSmile1 to extract the following features from the
feedback tokens: F0 mean and slope, intensity mean, slope and

1http://audeering.com/technology/opensmile
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range, jitter and shimmer means, and duration. All features
were normalised per speaker. For the subsequent analysis, we
only used one-word feedback tokens.

4.2. Feedback Token Generation

As can be observed in Figure 2, token generation is a 3-step
process. The first step consists of the generation of a 3 dimen-
sional matrix. The x-axis represents a count of all the lexical
tokens observed. The y-axis represents the various listeners and
the z-axis represents the conditions. After the matrix has been
created we begin the process of picking a lexical token and its
prosodic realisation which best suits one of the three conditions:
(supportive, sceptical, and neutral). We treat the lexical selec-
tion and prosodic realisation selection of the feedback token as
two independent processes: For the selection of the lexical to-
ken we adapt the notion of different “listening styles”. Listeners
in our dataset appear to be very consistent in their feedback be-
haviour within themselves but not when comparing across lis-
teners. Therefore, we decided to model the choice of lexical
token according to an individual listener. We randomly pick a
listener out of our matrix and perform weighted sampling ac-
cording to the distribution of feedback tokens per condition.
Concerning prosodic realisation, we use the multivariate distri-
bution over all prosodic features and all listeners, within condi-
tion. We search our unit selection database for the most similar
lexical from and prosodic realisation of the predicted feedback
token. For similarity calculation we use a simple euclidean dis-
tance measure. If no lexical token in this condition can be found
in the unit selection database, then the token with the next most
similar prosodic realisation is selected.

Figure 2: Feedback token generation. α=All Speakers,
S=Speaker, L=Lexical Token, C=Condition, P=Prosody

5. Human-Robot Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of our model we generated
the predicted feedback tokens in the robot-head “Furhat”[23]
within a dialogue context. We ran a crowd-sourced third-party
evaluation. We tested whether third-party observers can iden-
tify our model’s realisations of a supportive versus a sceptical
listener.

5.1. Psychological state recognition

For the recognition of the psychological states sceptical and
supportive, we assumed the following approach. We provided
40 crowd-workers with side-by-side videos of the “Furhat”
robot assuming the role of the listener on one side, and the orig-
inal job applicant on the other. Each crowd worker compared
4 conditional video pairs (supportive/sceptical), in randomized
order. Each video was approximately one minute long. We split
the pool of third party observes in 2. Half were asked to in-
dicate which robot listener appeared more supportive, and half

Figure 3: Feedback generation evaluation, with side-by-side
view of human job-applicant and robot.

were asked to indicate which robot appeared more sceptical. In
all cases, they were given the option to chose ”I cannot tell the
difference”.

6. Results
6.1. Lexical Distributions

We wanted to investigate the relationship between the notion of
supportive, sceptical, and neutral listening behaviour, and lex-
ical tokens. A chi-square test revealed that the distributions of
lexical tokens were different between supportive, sceptical and
neutral. (χ2(114, N = 658) = 277.049; p <0.001) For further
detail please refer to Figure 4.

Figure 4: Distribution of backchannels across conditions.

6.2. Prosodic Realisations

We wanted to investigate how supportive, sceptical and neu-
tral conditions are related to the prosodic features described in
section 4.1. All these features were used as dependent vari-
ables in a MANOVA, which showed a general significant effect
(F (16, 1296) = 14.130;Wilk′sΛ = 0.725; p < 0.001). For
further detail please refer to Table 1.

6.3. Human-Robot Evaluation

For the third-party observer recognition of psychological state
we achieved a general accuracy of 63 %. Therefore, we outper-
form a 50% chance baseline by 13 %.
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Table 1: All features which showed significant differences in
prosody between Supportive, Sceptical and Neutral for all one-
word feedback utterances.

Feature Supportive Sceptical Neutral
N = 204 N = 234 N = 220

F0 Mean M = 0.44 M = -0.22 M = -0.21
SD = 0.11 SD = 0.99 SD = 0.9

F0 Range M = 100 M = 100 M = 100
SD = 10 SD = 10 SD = 10

Intensity Mean M = 0.42 M = -0.21 M = -0.44
SD = 1.2 SD = 0.91 SD = 0.69

Intensity Slope M = 0.11 M = -0.14 M = 0.10
SD = 1.4 SD = 0.94 SD = 0.91

Intensity Range M = 0.27 M = -0.34 M = -0.49
SD = 1.11 SD = 0.83 SD = 0.64

Jitter Mean M = 0.15 M = -0.08 M = -0.21
SD = 1.12 SD = 1.11 SD = 0.88

Shimmer Mean M = 0.06 M = -0.27 M = 0.04
SD = 1.01 SD = 1.01 SD = 1.11

Duration M = 0.45 M = 0.54 M = 0.43
SD = 0.15 SD = 0.23 SD = 0.15

7. Discussion
We found that the distribution of lexical feedback tokens varies
significantly across neutral, sceptical, and supportive condi-
tions. It can be observed, for example, that ’Okay’ occurs most
frequently in the neutral condition, followed by sceptical, then
supportive. While the feedback token ’mhm’ is also the most
frequent in the neutral condition, it is not noticeably different
between sceptical and supportive. On the other hand, ’mh’ is
the most frequent in sceptical. ’Yes’ occurs most frequently in
supportive and neutral, and almost never in sceptical. ’Good’
occurs nearly exclusively in supportive.

It has been found in previous studies that engagement, in-
terest and surprise in feedback tokens are characterised by high
or rising pitch cues[24, 25]. However, in another study, no dif-
ference of rise in final pitch slope could be observed for the per-
ception of attentiveness[15]. In the current study, we also did
not find a difference in pitch slope between supportive, scep-
tical or neutral feedback realisations. Differences in findings
might be due to the different characteristics of the different cor-
pora used, or the feature extraction methodology. Further dif-
ference could be explained by the fact that we fixed the tim-
ing of feedback token realisation which contrasts all previous
studies. Although we did not find differences in pitch slope,
we found differences in all other extracted prosodic features,
including average pitch, across conditions. The fact that aver-
age pitch was higher in the supportive and neutral conditions
is in line with findings of [24, 25]; it could be argued that lis-
teners who want to convey their support are also perceived as
more interested and engaged. Furthermore, our finding that in
the affect-laden conditions feedback tokens are realized with a
higher intensity in comparison to neutral, is in line with [8], and
[15], who both found that attentive listeners tend to speak more
loudly.

Moreover, our preliminary model for generating different
psychological listener states in an attentive artificial listening
robot outperforms the 50% chance baseline by 13 %.

While our preliminary model outperforms the chance base-
line, it does not perform as well as we might have hoped for.
A first possible explanation for this might be in the fact that we

did not add an additional step in which the crowd-sourced feed-
back tokens were evaluated by another set of crowd-workers, or
experts in terms of their suitability for expressing a given psy-
chological state. However, while such an evaluation might have
strengthened the perception test results, it might have also led to
the selection of more stereotypical feedback token which might
not necessarily the represent the variation present in human-
human interaction. In future work we would like to investigate
this trade-off further.

A second possible explanation might lie in the fact that we
are neither modelling facial expressions nor head nods. For ex-
ample, [26] found that fusing head nods and vocal backchannels
aids the perception of attentiveness in virtual agents. In a future
study we therefore would like to investigate whether perception
test results might be improved if head nods and facial expres-
sions are included as well.

8. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we investigated feedback generation in human-
human as well as human-robot interaction. We showed that our
novel crowd-sourcing data collection framework was valid, and
could be used to easily scale up listening behaviour represent-
ing different psychological conditions. We found prosodic as
well as lexical differences across conditions. Further, we im-
plemented our models in a robot. Third party observers could
distinguish between a sceptical versus a supportive feedback re-
alisation in a “Furhat” robot. In a future study we would like to
not only investigate the use and generation of audio-feedback
tokens in different listening conditions and improve on the feed-
back generation algorithm but also investigate the use of head-
nods, smiles and facial expressions in general. Moreover, we
would like to investigate the use of different synthesis tech-
niques. Currently, we are mapping from the model prediction
to the closest lexical form and prosodic realisation in our unit
selection database. We think that it should be possible to im-
prove both on the selection algorithm for the most appropriate
feedback form but also exchange the unit selection database for
more flexible statistical-parametric synthesis.
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